Tribal Makeup Guide
Supply List:

Colors:

Foundation
Translucent Powder
Dark Blush
Eye Shadow: Light, Dark and White Highlight
Black Mascara
Black Liquid Eyeliner
Dark Lip Liner
Dark Lipstitck
Bindis or Rhinestones
Fake Eyelashes (optional)

Think dark: true blacks (not brown or gray), deep
reds, and purples. Your face will be seen at a
distance and your hair color will be covered with a
dark turban so even if you’re a natural blonde you
can become an Arabian Princess!

Apply foundation all over face and dust with
translucent powder. fig. 1
Apply dark blush along or just below
cheekbone. fig.1
Apply light shadow, silver or gold, to entire
lid up to eyebrow. fig.2
Add dark brown shadow in eye crease
flaring out at corner of eye. fig.3
Add white highlights just below eyebrow,
under corner flare, and on top of lashes. fig.4
Apply mascara or fake eyelashes to lashes
and add a touch to eyebrows. fig. 5
Using liquid liner outline top and bottom of
eye hooking down at the nose and following
flare at corner. Experiment with different line
shapes. fig. 6a -6b
Set eyes with powder.
Outline lips with brown tinted pencil just
outside of lip line. fig. 7
Fill in with dark lipstick, blot, and reapply.
You can add gloss to the center of bottom
lip for added fullness. fig. 8
Using liquid liner, add tribal tattoos on
cheeks, around eyes, on chin, and on
forehead. fig. 9
Using spirit gum, apply bindis and small
rhinestones to corners of eyes, forehead,
and cheeks. fig. 9
Remember, this is just a guide. Everyone’s face is different and so is everyone’s style.
Always keep in mind the lighting and distance your face will be seen at. The darker and
cleaner the lines, the more dramatic they will appear. Experiment and have fun!

